Diletter circular codes over finite alphabets.
The graph approach of circular codes recently developed (Fimmel et al., 2016) allows here a detailed study of diletter circular codes over finite alphabets. A new class of circular codes is identified, strong comma-free codes. New theorems are proved with the diletter circular codes of maximal length in relation to (i) a characterisation of their graphs as acyclic tournaments; (ii) their explicit description; and (iii) the non-existence of other maximal diletter circular codes. The maximal lengths of paths in the graphs of the comma-free and strong comma-free codes are determined. Furthermore, for the first time, diletter circular codes are enumerated over finite alphabets. Biological consequences of dinucleotide circular codes are analysed with respect to their embedding in the trinucleotide circular code X identified in genes and to the periodicity modulo 2 observed in introns. An evolutionary hypothesis of circular codes is also proposed according to their combinatorial properties.